
ICS3U1 Mark Entry Program

This program is intended to get you more familiar with using methods and passing variables back and 
forth to them.  It also gives you practice with arrays.

Write a program where the user enters his/her marks.
Calculate the average and median mark.

The only global variable that you can have is your Scanner.

Do the program like this:
 

Methods
Main Program

Step 1: get number of marks

Step 2: create array of that size. 
(I think the array can be INT 
rather than DOUBLE.)

Step 3: get marks entered:
 Send the array to getMarks().
 The array now has all of the 
marks in it.

Step 4: calculate the average.  
Send array to calcAvg(), get 
double average back.

Step 5: calculate the median.  
Send array to calcMedian(), get 
int median back.

Step 6: check if the person is on 
the honour roll.
Send the array to 
isHonourStudent() and get a 
boolean back.

Step 7: 
Use a method to print 
everything out.
We want to neatly print out:
* all of the marks
* the average (1 decimal place) 
* the median
* and if the person is on the 
honour roll.

Improvements:
Step 0.5: get the person’s name. 
Print it out at the end too.

getArraySize()

How many marks are 
you entering?
Make sure that the 
number is more than 0
Return an INT

getInt()

This method gets an integer 
using scanner. It checks to 
make sure that you didn’t 
type in a word ... 
So you’ll need a while loop.
It will send an INT back.getMarks()

Loop, getting each 
mark.
Make sure that the mark 
is between 0 and 100.
Return the ARRAY.

calcAverage()

Calculate the average.
Return the double

calcMedian()

It’s probably easiest to sort 
the array and then find the 
median.
It should work if you have 
even or odd # of marks.
Return the integer mark.

isHonourStudent()

Are all marks 85% or 
more? Return boolean

The  nice thing about methods is that you don’t 
always have to write them in order.

Yes, you need the array of marks at the beginning, 
but you might find it easier to see if the student is 
on the honour roll, than to calculate the median.
Do the easy work first.

Also, once you have one method working, errors 
in another method won’t mess up the first method.



Here is code that you can use for the getInt() method:

static Scanner sc = new Scanner(System.in);

//Forces you to type in an integer, any integer
static int getInt() {

//check if an integer was entered
while(!sc.hasNextInt()) { 

System.out.println("You must enter an integer.");
sc.nextLine(); //clear input

}
return sc.nextInt();

}


